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Traditional ED medicine has been around for well over two decades now, and for many of us, it 
falls short of its potential. We deserve better, and Rugiet Health knows exactly what you mean.  
 

 
 

That’s why they’re disrupting the pharmaceutical industry with their custom-tailored sublingual 
ED medication, Rugiet Ready. It works up to 5X faster than pills, is long-lasting, and lets you 
enjoy multiple rounds with a faster rebound time.  
 
In a testament to their revolutionary ED treatment, Rugiet Health recently hit two milestones. 
First, Rugiet Health sold over 2.5 million doses of their unique formula that features three 
active ingredients to deliver ideal results. Second, Rugiet Health marked five years since their 
founding—that’s five years of delivering results and helping men like you stay Rugiet Ready. 
 
What’s behind their game-changing approach to ED treatment? Here’s a look at four reasons 
people everywhere trust Rugiet Health. 
 
Revolutionary Sublingual ED Medication 
 
It all starts with the medication. After all, if your ED medicine isn’t up to snuff, you’ll have a 
tough time achieving the results you’re looking for.  
 
Many of us struggle to find ED treatment options that live up to our expectations, which is why 
Rugiet said enough is enough. 
 
Rugiet Ready isn’t a pill. It’s a sublingual troche, which combines three active ingredients into a 
single potent dose. With the right blend of sildenafil, tadalafil, and apomorphine to prime the 
brain for sexual arousal, Rugiet Ready starts working fast and delivers real results. 
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An Advanced, Secure Telehealth Platform 
 
When you get started with Rugiet Health, you’ll connect with a board-certified doctor who will 
determine whether Rugiet Ready is right for you, and then work with you to find your perfect 
dose. 
 
This process occurs over Rugiet Health’s groundbreaking telehealth platform, which allows you 
and your doctor to communicate clearly, thoroughly, and securely. There’s never been a better 
way to get trusted, reliable ED meds online. 
 
Tailored Doses 
 
We’ve endured one-size-fits-all ED meds for too long. They often fall short in one or more key 
areas. But with Rugiet Ready, you can finally enjoy the right combination of medication in a 
single sublingual troche.  
 
Thanks to sildenafil, Rugiet Ready kicks in quickly and peaks early. Meanwhile, the dopamine 
promoter apomorphine primes the brain for sexual arousal, an essential part of the erection 
cascade. Finally, tadalafil—the third active ingredient in Rugiet Ready—helps you stay ready for 
up to 36 hours. 
 
Your board-certified doctor will work with you to find the ideal dose. As you begin using Rugiet 
Ready, you can reconnect with your doctor to refine your dose as necessary for optimal results. 
 
Results You Can Count On 
 
Just about every ED manufacturer talks a big game, but there’s never been a way to get ED 
treatment online that delivers results like Rugiet Ready. 
 
Rugiet Ready starts working in 15 minutes or less—that’s up to 5X faster than conventional ED 
meds—because it bypasses your digestive system. That means you can enjoy a hearty meal 
without wondering how long Rugiet Ready will take to kick in.  
 
Plus, Rugiet Ready lasts up to 36 hours, so you can stay ready without having to remember to 
take a pill every single day. With results like these, it’s no wonder Rugiet Ready has sold over 
2.5 million doses. 
 
Take control of your ED treatment today with Rugiet Health at https://www.rugietmen.com/ 

 

Original Source: https://bit.ly/418yRPJ 
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